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Fully Released and Live On Testnet With
5k+ Registered Users

www.leagueofempires.io
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League of Empires is the first ever Real Time Strategy (RTS)
game with a play-to-earn concept.
The game combines real time strategy along with NFTs
where players will play with strategy and form their empires.
Players will have a full control over their politics, diplomacy,
empire formation and customization, troops building and
warfare strategies.
Players will also be able to form alliances with players from
different parts of the globe, do Live chats, participate in
tournaments, and play in Leagues.
The game includes 3 types of NFTs
Lands

www.leagueofempires.io

Multiplayer Passes

Leagues

Pitch Deck

Console quality graphics
The game features rich 3D graphics

Real-time battle control
All commands under players’ direct control
Nonstop events & campaigns
Daily quests, unique challenges, and events
High entertainment value

Deeper gameplay and addictive experiences
NFTs
Players will be able to own & trade game NFTs

www.leagueofempires.io
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High quality gaming experience, Real Time
Strategy, intense gameplay, and stunning 3D
graphics.

PvP Modes

Massive Multiplayer Online

True Tactical Warfare

Alliances & Chat

USP: high quality entertainment value, players can
chat in real time, real time game sessions with players
across the globe, renting NFTs, fully 3D game with
high quality graphics.

www.leagueofempires.io
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The game includes 3 types of NFTs

Land

Multiplayer Passes

Leagues

For building resources, managing,

To join Multiplayer lobby and play in

To play as teams and alliances

and establishing an empire.

PvP modes with global players.

tournaments for maximum rewards.

www.leagueofempires.io
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Token Distribution

Total Tokens

% of Total Supply

Target Raise $

Cliff (M)

Vesting (M)

% Unlock TGE

Amount Unlock

Private round
KOL round

22,000,000.00
3,000,000.00

7.33%
1.00%

$440,000.00
$60,000.00

2
1

15
9

10%
10%

2,200,000.00
300,000.00

Unlock Each
Month
6.92%
11.25%

Public (IGO) Round

30,000,000.00

10.00%

$900,000.00

0

4

20%

6,000,000.00

20.00%

Reserves

29,010,000.00

9.67%

6

48

0%

0.00

2.38%

Team
Advisors
Marketing

30,000,000.00
18,000,000.00
30,000,000.00

10.00%
6.00%
10.00%

12
6
6

48
36
36

0%
0%
1%

0.00
0.00
300,000.00

2.78%
3.33%
3.30%

Free alloc. -KOL

6,000,000.00

2.00%

1

18

0%

0.00

5.88%

Liquidity
Play 2 Earn
Staking & Farm
Total Supply

15,000,000.00
99,000,000.00
18,000,000.00
300,000,000.00

5.00%
33.00%
6.00%
100.00%

0
0
0

12
48
24

30.0%
0%
4%
4.173%

4,500,000.00
0.00
720,000.00
12,520,000.00

5.83%
2.08%
4.00%
NaN

$180,000.00

No: Token

Private round

22,000,000.00

7.33%

$440,000.00

$0.020

300 million $LOE Tokens)

KOL round

3,000,000.00

1.00%

$60,000.00

$0.020

IMC excl. liquidity: $294,000

Public round

30,000,000.00

10.00%

$900,000.00

$0.030

Fully Diluted Market Cap.: $9,000,000 ($9 million)

Total Supply

55,000,000.00

18.33%

$1,400,000.00

www.leagueofempires.io

% of Total Supply Target Raise $

Round Price $

Total supply: 300,000,000 $LOE

Round Name
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$LOE is a digital native crypto currency of League of Empires game which
will be used for in game purchases and will also be the token for earnings
in the game. It is a utility and governance token.
$LOE is a BEP20 token built on the Binance Smart Chain Network.
Minting NFTs

Activities and purchases

Buying and selling
assets on

Governance and voting

Marketplace Staking
for NFT

In-game upgrades

Rewards & LOE rewards
In-game

www.leagueofempires.io
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Sep, 2021

Oct - Nov, 2021

Idea assessment and project’s feasibility.
Research, gathering resources and team
building. Project planning, SWOT analysis
and scope's layout.

Q2 2022
NFT Marketplace design work.
Closed playtesting and voting.

www.leagueofempires.io

Dec, 2021

Game design document and game's
architecture. 3D models, assets and
graphics. Begin game development and
early prototypes

Q3 2022

Website design & development.
Marketplace design and building NFT
assets. Whitepaper, pitch deck, game
trailer video.

Q4 2022

A fully playable PC version
game launch.

Launch of NFT marketplace.

Play to earn integrated.

Listing on CEX and DEX

NFTs integrated

Launch of new civilizations,
leagues, and DLCs for the game.

IDOs & INOs

Q2 2023
Mobile version of the game
release and all operations of
the game with full suites of
game modes, levels, and
league tournaments.
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League of Empires will operate the game as a service. To achieve long-term growth and sustainability, we have
incorporated a monetization model in the game.
There are 3 primary revenue streams for League of Empires

Secondary sales
Primary NFT Sales:

(Marketplace trading fees):

In-game purchases:

League of Empires will sell limited

League of Empires will take a % fee

There will be supplementary in-game

number of NFTs to early backers in

from all secondary transactions of

purchases for the players. These

genesis sale.

NFTs. The fee will be kept to 2% to

purchases will be kept to minimal and

3% of the transaction. This is one of

using this, players will be able to speed

our key driver of revenue in the long-

up some of the economy building

term and will help fund operational

process and resource gathering with

and maintenance expenses

in-game purchases.

www.leagueofempires.io
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Players can earn in following ways:

Play, and earn by winning matches
Quarterly Leaderboard prizes &
Minting NFTs
Giving Land on rent to other players
and earning passive income
Daily Token rewards to loyal players
for daily quests
Game’s ecosystem growth and
sustainability rewards such as
airdrops, bonuses, and prizes.

www.leagueofempires.io

99,000,000 $LOE tokens i.e., 33% of total token supply will
be set aside in a rewards pool which distributes the token
to players depending on qualifying game behaviors.
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A real-time strategy (RTS) game is a type of game where players progress simultaneously with each other in “real- time” as opposed to
taking turns. A real-time strategy game may also be referred to as a real-time war game. RTS games generally have four main
elements. These are units, buildings, technologies, and resources. All these elements are deliberately, progressively, and systematically
created or generated by the players during the game.

Puzzle

62

Strategy

62

Adventure

49

Shooter

42

Role-playing
Team spot
or racing
Simulation

www.leagueofempires.io

39
33
32

In RTS games, players assume the role of an all-seeing commander, architect,
and logistician. As a comparison, in TBG (Turn-based games) and RPG (Roleplaying games), a player has control over only one single powerful unit called
“hero” or “champion”. In such games, players usually don’t have a direct
control over the progression, development, and creation of their gameplay;
instead, these “heroes” march forward along set paths or play the same
repetitive levels. Such games may not so addictive, and the tendency of
players getting bored is high. Whereas
strategy games have deeper
gameplays and mechanics and offer a much higher sedating experience.
According to the data published by PEW Research Centre, Statista and
Steam, most popular gaming genres in standard gaming industry are puzzle
games and strategy games. We believe, the same will happen in play-to-earn
games market as well.
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Warcraft, Hearts of Iron IV, Total War, Ages of Empires, Game of War –
Fire Age, Summoners War, Brave Frontier, Command & Conquer: Red
Alert and countless other strategy games are a proven model that have
built a following of millions of players despite not have P2E concept.
We believe that replicating this proven model combined with an
additional P2E element will result in market magnitudes far bigger than
that of traditional gaming markets.
As the P2E gaming market evolves, almost all successful gaming models
and genres from traditional gaming market will also enter in the market of
P2E games. Currently, a big part of P2E market is vastly untapped leaving
huge opportunities for new entrants to enter and become new leaders.
With League of Empires, we shall redefine the meanings of P2E games,
and the game will become a pioneer Strategy game in P2E gaming market.

www.leagueofempires.io
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The team is led by two experienced tech entrepreneurs

www.leagueofempires.io

Shahid Pervaiz

Elton Pajussi

Madis Brenberg

CEO & Co-founder

Game developer

3D artist

Trev Emerson

Faiz Ehsaan

Matīss

Co-founder

Games & blockchain

Game developer

Matti Huhtala

Leena Viitasaari

Edith Bauer

Game developer

CMO

Graphics & UI designer
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The game was launched on testnet on 26th of July. 37k+ users applied for whitelisting in the first closed beta testing of
the game. And we randomly selected 10+ users for this version of the game.
Then on 15th of August we released more updates in the game and
released another build of the game for which 5k+ users registered.
Currently, we are running the build which was released in September.
And 5k+ users are registered also to play this version. The game is
Live and players are playing it. We’ve also had tournaments and have
partnered up with Community Gaming to hold tournaments. These
tournaments will start from November, 2022.
Also, we have partnered up with gaming guilds: House of Gaming,
AMG DAO, Good Games Guild for more traction.
5k+ Registered Users
Average time spent on the game by each player: 63 hours
The game is fully released with PvP and PvE modes before
the IDOs

www.leagueofempires.io
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The game is very light weight and easily playable even on older computers. The game features high quality
sound experience. Gameplay music, background sound, ambient sound, and sound effects are a key part of an
immersive gameplay. Players won’t need to mute the volume to play the game. Instead, they will enjoy the ‘feel’.
Currently, the game is launcheded for PCs and in December scheduled for MacOS version. And then later in
April, 2023 for mobile devices. For blockchain technology, we decided to go with Binance Smart Chain because
of its popularity, stability and low gas fees. In the future, we may consider cross-chain possibilities.
For server-side infrastructure, League of Empires will use a suite of Amazon Web Services including Amazon
Game Tech, GameLift Primer, GameLift FleetIQ, and Game Analytics Pipeline.
For growth, we shall focus on social-driven acquisition, community driven growth, affiliate programs, influencer
marketing, streamer rewards, competitions, and paid promotion. Players’ retention is also crucial for the growth
of the game. This why, we have emphasized heavily also on the gaming experiences so that players do not get
bored so easily and keep evolving their gameplay. No two battles are the same and no two players’ gameplay
and strategy is the same. Therefore, the overall gaming experience is filled with excitement and adrenaline. One
of the key strengths of strategy games is that players have a control over their gameplay and warfare, and they
do not play in the same repetitive battles and levels. Bringing new challenges as players play the game is an
essential part of game’s growth which will also contribute to the sustainability and growth of the project.

www.leagueofempires.io
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RTS games are more than just games or idle ways to pass the time. They are playgrounds for exercising the mind, and they
do so in ways that few other genres can. Among other things, playing RTS can strengthen skills like self-analysis, critical
thinking, planning, and decision making, and reinforcing a proactive and positive approach to life and challenges.
This is one of the main reasons why Strategy games are so popular in traditional gaming industry. And we are sure, that a
Strategy game will be popular in P2E gaming industry too.

Join us on our journey to be a part of the best P2E game the world has ever seen.

www.leagueofempires.io

Website:

Detailed Game Wiki & Whitepaper:

Twitter

www.leagueofempires.io

wiki.leagueofempires.io

twitter.com/LeagueofEmpires

Telegram

Discord

t.me/leagueofempireschat

discord.gg/mkWKN4PVz9

